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Seminary Pastor
know something about being consumed by job I
know that Ioy can overtake you when the rnart,you orae years ago I found this little story by
love tells you there is nothing more he' d like to do than Norman Vincent Peale entitled, " What
make you happy for the rest of your life and then asks you If He Had Not Come?" It really needs no
to ru l I , n_' Ye If th , happens your whore being will be further commentary.  
const , t: a with jo  - o yo  . c, s p e out and you fall to vour On Christmas Eve seven-year-old Bobby tacked his stocking to the
knees as you respond emphatically " yes!' And in the next mantel, kissed his Mom and Dad goodnight, raced upstairs and leapt
Moment joy will spring you back on your feet jumping up into bed. It seemed that he hadn't been asleep any time at all when a
and dmvn! I, vu ld know; this just happened to mea duple voice shouted, " Get up!" He opened his eyes, blinking in the bright
days befor ' Thanl stir irzg and joy consumed me throughout sunlight. Then he remembered what day it was. With a joyful shout he
the holidav7 bounded down the stairs.
But one' thing I vc noticed a rcadv about being engaged,  On the bottom step he suddenly stopped. No stockings hung from
which parallels the Christmas season, is how quickly
the mantel. The Christmas tree was gone too. Then the shrill whistle
being consumed by joy can become being consumed by '      from the nearby factory made him jump." The factory can't be open on
consunneriscn. In less than a week, I was already buried in Christmas Day," Bobby thought as he put on his coat and ran out of
verities, chair covers; food options, flowers, DJs, and the 1 the house. The gatekeeper at the factory was his friend. He would tell
list gees on! While I know in my heart a wedding is about Bobby why—" Clear out of here kid," the gate keeper shouted in a gruff
at transition in our voice. " No kids allowed!" As Bobby slowly turned to go, he saw to hispreparing for marriage and honoring th
life, culture, in the guise of common etiquette, is paid at amazement that up and down the street all the stores were open." How
work convincing me that in order for the wedding day to can they be open on Christmas?" he asked a woman coming down the
be.a. success i treed an expensive dress, top-notch food and sidewalk. " Christmas?" the woman said blankly." What is that?"
orgcous flowers in a spectacular venue that will wow all my
The hardware store, the bakery— everywhere it was the same. People
guests; And as I get caught up in all tho"se stressful details of Fere busy. They were irritated. And they had never heard ofChristmas.
throwjng the best party, suddenly this engagement which       " I know one place where they've heard of Christmas!" cried Bobby, "at
consumed ere with so much jay has the wanting to cry in my church!" He started to run. Here was the street. At least he thought
frustration and finally understanding why people decide to it was. But here was only a vacant lot overgrown with weeds. The steeple,
elope! Luckily; I' m marrying a' pretty wonderful guy, and
the nativity scene, the stained glass windows— there was nothing here
already in those moments when I'm overwhelmed he has at all! Bobby was beside himself
reminded me that the venue and details really dont matter Just then, from the tall grass near the side of the road, Bobby heard
a moan. A man was lying on the cold ground. "A car struck me," hebecause he'd marry me in the middle of a parking lot: which
brings me back to joy.  gasped, " Never even stopped!" " Help!" Bobby called to man walking
In this issue we' re not about tearing apart constunerism.       past," this man is hurt!" The man jerked Bobby away." Don't touch him!
After all it's not in itselfbad, rather it is when thepursuit He doesn't live here. We don' t know a thing about him!" He hurried
of things causes so much stress that we lose sight of the joy away. " I' ll run to the hospital, mister," Bobby promised, " they' ll send
which is present' and ready to consume its ifwe would only let
an ambulance." And off he ran down the street.
it, go read on! Hear from Professor Hultgrenhow joyis really St. Luke's Hospital," Bobby had often read the name over the
the Devil's despair, laugh with Cassie Santer at the ridiculous archway at the entrance. But now the stone wall ran around an empty
things we do at this time ofyear, and be encouraged by Karen field. Suddenly Bobby was running home again as if his life depended
Treat'sarticle about how joy can empower us. And most of all,       on it. Last night his father had read from the Bible. Maybe the Bible
from ill of us ori the Concord stafF we pray you are consumed would tell him why everything had changed. The Book was still lying
by joy this Christmas season!  on the table. Bobby snatched it up but where the New Testament should
have started, there were only blank pages. There was no Christmas story,
no Jesus at all! Bobby flung himself on his bed and began to cry..COVER ART Happy Fish Merry Christmas, Bobby!" It was his mother's voice from downstairs.
Charcoal and Pastels
Aren't you going to get up this Christmas morning?" Bobby sprang outSteven Biedermann, MDiv Junior
of bed and ran to the window. There was a wreath on the house across
The last thing a fish thinks about is its watery habitat. It doesn' t the street. And suddenly the bells from the church tower began to ring
choose to be a water dwelling animal... it just is. For some fish, the
out: Joy to the World! The Lord is Come! Let earth receive her King!holidays are not about water, but" just keep swimming! just keep
swimming!" This fish is content just to steep, and be fishy. She wishes Here I come, Mother!" Bobby called. But he paused at the door and
you the joy found in the habitat of Christ's coming. She wishes you shut his eyes." You came, Jesus!" he whispered," Thank you! Thank you
the gift of being a fish.    for coming as our Lord, our Savior, and our Friend!"
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Redefining Learning
By Jody Becker Through these two ways of learning, the DL program offers the
MDiv Senior best of both worlds and engages learning in a more practical way.
hen I was told that there was a way I s
The real surprise for me was the community that I have encountered
could enter into the MDiv program as a DL student. I image that this is a hard concept to truly grasp
without completely uprooting my when thinking about a student who is not required to move to
family, I was not sure what to expect. Too many campus. But this is where the DL program truly redefines learning
times the words `pioneer' and `blazing trails' were mentioned to because community is intentionally part of everything we do. No
make me comfortable. But when God is at work, people will do matter if it is living together as a group of people for two weeks in
crazy things and that is just what I did by entering the Distributed January or June or if it is a group of students reflecting on readings
Learning( DL) program.    and sharing experiences in online classes, the DL program embodies
But the DL was really not all that new or blazing. As a DL student,     the heart ofwhat community is all about.
I take the same classes as everyone else. I take classes on campus As I prepare to graduate in May, there is one thing that I will miss
through two week intensives. This allows me to move to the seminary the most from seminary and one thing that will make the biggest
for short periods. While things at home are a little complicated for impact on my ministry; the two are the same. It is the sense of
small children with a` missing' mommy, life for those two weeks are community that I have learned from being a DL student.
a real treat. For two weeks, I am simply a student. This allows me What is it e tu'     e'  atime for real personal reflection and rejuvenation. In a way, my two V V
week intensives are like a spa for the soul! PhD:student ®n Luther's
In addition, like many other seminary students, I also take classes
n
online. I think there is a misconception somewhere that online campus?
learning is only for those at a distance, but the reality is that many 5 from a first year Ph
who live on campus are also in these online classes. The structure of y
the online class is quite unique. Often broken into small groups, the I see thorn flowing into each other
online conversations are intense. The conversations engage a depth Currents endlessly running together
that can only come from thought-filled reflections of course material Dragged into come Iation with each other
and lectures. Additionally, the conversations also engage many Reticent, anxious, shaking, uncertain
contextual situations that add awonderful element of learning.  Marching multi-perspectival approaches
Never quite meennbor always ineetun,
Awaiting Jo
Sometimes they look the same
Questions from above and below
By Rachel Ringlaben
MDiv Junior
W' bndo a6 r.ne n rr wrrot r fdie
hiBringng res, mgethrr. what do n«, I
When I said,` My foot is slipping,'     Encwragng and challenging
Your unfailing love, Lord, supported me. d, orr., cn. d,r   . n< 4nt, h e'
When anxiety was great within me,
your consolation brought me joy."       Wondering and wandering
Psalm 94: 18- 19
n a way, intercessory prayer is an advent of our Christian life.    Sending me into the flow and the current
We join together in the waiting and in the hope that God hears Never quite ineeting in that space
us, that God aches to respond to us, that God longs to fulfill Except in the place on the other side of space
promises. In the moments of yearning for discernment and peace Where meeting and flowing together
in the midst of struggles and fears, we experience Immanuel in the Is possible, as anvthing is there
hands of those who extend prayers on our behalf. Truly God shows In that space in which flows all things
up. Truly Jesus is present. Truly we are met, we are held, and we are
ushered into a life of joy... I'm jolted into awareness by an errant footstepand realize
At the conclusion of chapel services ( following the postlude), that this book in front of nue has been open to the same place
students, faculty and staff are invited to participate in a time of for coo long and my eyes have beencaughr
intercessory prayer. Prayer group leaders will be located at the front in the corner ofmy carrel. Must be time for
and back of the sanctuary. Feel welcome to lift up prayer requests a break, thein back to the reading.
with an intercessor or you may provide them with a written prayer
request which will be lifted up by a small prayer group throughout By E. L. Bodenstab
PhD- Year 1the week. All are welcome.
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All Community Forums Review
By Roland D. Martinson uncertainty in the ELCA; the " fit" of a pastor' s calling with the
Vice President for Academic Affairs
callings of others one is close to; people in the church not having a
uring the 2010— 2011 Academic year, students, staff and sense of Christian or Lutheran identity; uncertainty ofwhat a pastor
board members are invited to join members of our faculty is or is not supposed to do— in fact there are competing expectations
in a sustained conversation regarding the challenges facing among church members, bishops and the seminary.
the church, its ministry, theological education and therefore Luther Wrenn said:"... help us learn how to empower people more... that's
Seminary. This discussion is intended to lead to critical decisions something that is not explicitly talked about in classes..." She asked
regarding the future shape of our programs and curricula. the question:" What is a useful way we can think about our role in the
congregation? Shepherd? Ambassador?" She spoke appreciatively of
The FirstAll Community Forum: two fall classes that had explicitly worked on how the class teachings
Two ELCA Region Three bishops( Mark Narum, Western North were going to affect their ministry.
Dakota; and Jon Anderson, Southwestern Minnesota); a local pastor
Tania Haber); and, a Luther senior student( Rachel Fuller Wrenn)   TANIA HABER'S perceptions:
each provided reflections on " Significant Challenges Facing the Tania's reflections and comments: "... fell under the broader
Church and its Ministry." In addition to receiving questions from the category of leadership. I'm going to speak of each of what I will say as
audience, they also provided suggestions regarding the implications leadership challenges." She cited the following challenges: an identity
of these challenges for Luther Seminary.   crisis across churches— questions like" Why do we need church?"
The panelists spoke to the breadth and depth of the Church' s Thus we need leaders of" great vision" or leaders who can assist a
challenges from their distinct perspectives. The purpose of this forum congregation in discovering their identity, mission and vision; the
was to contribute to a rich and thick description of the particularity third challenge she cited was: "... leading through change... internal
and scope of the challenges churches and pastors face day to day. A congregational changes... but most especially changes going on all
secondary purpose was to solicit recommendations from the panel around us." Dealing with conflict is a" constant," she said. Finally
and participants for the future work of Luther Seminary. she reflected: " I' ll just say` stewardship,' because ifwe cannot in our
preaching, our teaching, our conversations, articulate stewardship
MARK NARUM' S perceptions:     in ways that people get a biblical understanding of stewardship, we
Mark Narum quoted one of the strong, able pastors in the Western can't go forward with any of this."
North Dakota Synod who in
response to his question," How are JON ANDERSON' S perceptions:
things going?" replied: " Ministry The first all carsainunt forum at Luther Setijtnaty Jon began: " First off, I think we
today feels like I'm pushing a hugestfiicult bur helpful l think the onlywy one have a challenge of proclaiming the
boulder up hill. And I'm not only hopeful is to leu very grounded in tealrt l gospel and also passing on the faith in
fighting against gravity, every hand thankful for ehe participants and organizers afthe a day to day world of many cultures;
around me is pushing against the went who were;willin to be vulneralale because it I' m stunned at the relative lack of
boulder as well." Bishop Narum Helps us' intent'rortally qproh nur in isstnn at Luther knowledge about the Bible, about our
went on to speak of the challenges seminary in a way that rsponcls to the needs of z.. ur confessional heritage, about the history
ofministry in a" society that is filled current context. Thi fd r xrnleft in with both;good3 of the church and about Christian
with noise" making it difficult for and difficult questions that I continue to doctrine." He is frightened by the
pastors to concentrate or for church wrestle with, I sincerely Rupe this kind:     relative thinness ofour doctrine of sin."
members to" hear" or be" engaged d%feonversatroncontinues."     He said: " I want to speak in favor of a
by the gospel. He also spoke of deep and wide approach to Christian
the difficulties of doing ministry B+Ext7[. Hilding faith at the congregational level; I want
in an " instant society," one that Mairtlidier to speak in favor of a deep and wide
is experiencing deep cultural and and living and flexible faith that you
economic grief.       need to be nurturing in one another
Narum said:" Leaders today are called into a mission field to bring,     here as well as in congregations." He cited other challenges: the deep
as Brueggemann talked about, hopeful imagination... we are called changes that are happening in our society, especially massive aging,
to preach the gospel, to teach the bible, to train up others who can pervasive anger, deep loss and grief,and increasing tribalism.
teach the bible and to train up missionaries." Jon said: " I think we have to reform the church to serve the
mission field of today." He is hopeful regarding the church's future.
RACHEL FULLER WRENN'S perceptions:     He said, " there are many metaphors, but I think we' ve got to have
Rachel began: " We hear about a lot of[ challenges] as students.     hope that God is actually the one breathing life into us day after day
And for me it can get to be a little like,` Why am I doing this again?"'    after day after day."
Rachel cited the following challenges as particularly daunting:       cont. on page 5
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From our monthly poll,
Did you budget the money youSurveySays...     wills end this holiday season?
What will you spend the most money on this holiday season?       Yes o No a what' s a budget?
How much will you spend
10%     `        a  "`"`      this holiday season?
1- 100
x$100- 500
50%      0$500- 1000
1000- 2000
Will
30% ,
1000
S
d, o`       Will spnd between 1
Qoo
All Community Forums Review cont.
The SecondAll Community Forum:   The purpose of this forum was to prime our insights will be gleaned for our future work
The second forum focused on faithful and imaginations by getting at least one subset at Luther Seminary.
effective RESPONSES TO CHANGES of promising emerging ministries. Again We hope you were able to attend these two
in RELIGION IN forums and also welcome
AMERICA.  Kenn
Youth and Faail to ratz  as well as the MI?iv to attend both the thirdAs part of the Children,    y p g    ,Inskeep, Director of program, I wss intrigued by Fenn Inskeep s assertion that the group most receptive
and the final forum.
Research in the ELCA,     The third forum will be
tv cru mission e Eiarts woutd be the unaffiliated young aduhs. l was left with a few.
and Stephen Bouman,   held in the Chapel of the
gncstions: carat would this look like. Is it passible for us ttleoplejoin in their
ELCA Director ofIncarnationon Wednesday,journey to becomc people of f`aith without the ultimate agenda ofgetting thein toMission Outr ac M rch2, 2011. The themejoin our eongregatiot4s? I think these ate questions that we' ll Iravc to
sketched the changing will be:  " God on theNO,into as we go out to lead, and to bcein to think about therm now
religious landscape in
helps prepare us to address them iu our future ministry roles"  
Horizon— A New Day
the United States and for the Church and Its
presented strategic Ministry."Megan K++epnick
responses emerging MiVSenior
Y .
across our church.
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Consumed by Joy
Time to Worship
By Buntausa Amos over. It is always a long night for them and starts at 9:30am and goes on until 2:00pm.
MTh Student a fun thing for kids.      A long worship, huh!?However, sometimes it
The kids go from house to house like the seems too short because ofwhat happens in
h r i s t in a s Halloween tradition in the US, except that the worship service, ranging from Christmas
preparations in this case, the kids do not dress in scary renditions from different sub- groups in the
in Pcostumes. Instead, they go about singing church, nativity drama presentation by the
Nigeria begin after and dancing and drumming and making Women Fellowship, and offering completion
Thanksgiving like they joyful Christmas noise to the glory of God.     ward by ward, usually like a fundraiser for
do here in the United States. We call it This usually goes all night for the kids and the church. We place the offering basket
Harvest and Thanksgiving." Usually people sometimes grown-ups who are able to spend in front of the church where every ward
buy new clothes or renovate their houses,     the night outside. member dances and sings joyfully to present
others decorate them with Christmas On Christmas day, what a colorful outing their offerings to the Lord.
lighting and artificial Christmas trees.   for children! They have a new Christmas After the long worship, everyone is very
In most places, men meet in group to dress and are ready to go to Sunday school.     hungry to have the Christmas meal usually
make plans to buy a cow for the celebration.    The Sunday school is at 7 am and there you with friends and families discussing the
Usually 10- 15 people will buy a cow for find about one to two thousand kids in one year that is passing and the New Year that
their families. Every year, 50- 100 cows are gathering. After their usual Sunday school is coming. It is a time for family reunions as
slaughtered in a settlement of five- thousand lessons, they fill the streets with Christmas family members travel from far and near to
people. The animals ( Cow, goat, sheep,     songs witnessing to the world that a savior celebrate Christmas in their home town, just
chicken, etc) are slaughtered on the 24th of is born today.     like in the first century where a decree went
December. After the meat is prepared and Christmas is a time for worship, too, for out for everyone to return to their home
cut into pieces for cooking, the women take Christians in Nigeria. Christmas worship town( Luke 2: 1- 3).
Fish Cakes To Frozen Fish Heads
By Stephanie Vos the reindeer?Nope— that's in February during the Fur Rendezvous
MDiv Intern, Gloria Dei Lutheran Church,   festival. ( I' m serious.) Do we wrap tinsel around a moose instead
Anchorage, AK
of a tree in the sanctuary?Nope— though we do have ornaments
Ihave to admit that made out of seal fur. Do we use antlers as our advent
I've experienced wreaths? Nope— though I was given a homemade
a bit of advent wreath that's a birch log with holes in it.
culture shock As far as I can tell, Christmas traditions here are
since moving to pretty normal: the city has a production ofThe
Alaska. At my Nutcracker, the Sunday School kids put on a
first Alaska Aces Christmas pageant, and we sing Silent Night
hockey game I was taken as the last song on Christmas Eve as we light
aback when giant frozen fish candles.
heads were heaved onto the If anything, my family's Scandinavian Christmas
ice following the home team's traditions back home are weirder than anything we have up
first goal. Apparently, this is tradition!    here! At home, we eat fish cakes, hamballs, Swedish meatballs,
After asking my friend about it, she said, lefse, and King Oscar's pudding for our Christmas meal. We
I guess I never noticed it was weird."  have a Glogg party with all of my relatives. We sing the first
These are the folks who have giant verse of" I am so glad each Christmas Eve" in Norwegian during
animals stuffed and mounted in the church service. ( I suggested that here, but they didn't go
the corridors of the shopping mall for it.)
moose, musk ox, bears, ducks,  The things that really matter around this time of year seem
birds, etc. No kidding.)    to be the same everywhere you go: celebrating the joy of Christ
As the holiday season was coming to be with us in the world, the unity and love and peace
approaching, I was curious to see that was and is his message, and being grateful for the loved
what other charming customs ones in our lives. Whether you have seal fur ornaments or drink
awaited me. Is there a running of glogg, the joy and spirit of Christmas remains.
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All I Want For Christmas...     Singing JoyBy Cassie Sauter
MDiv Senior
By Tyler Forsythe
ey friends. Did you know on average I go to the MSM Junior
mall five times a week? Five times. Now, before a pine tingling, goosebump
you try to stage a Shopaholics intervention, you covered, and unable to
should know that I work at the mall (       ndonlybuyhings breath— sometimes this is a
from the mall like four times a week, so chill).  reaction to fear. On the far extreme, but
While I see a whole variety of shoppers whenever I work( from the" I never sometimes with the same symptoms, is
try clothes on" guys to the" I need to get my kids the newest& cutest clothes"    what people in the arts call an aesthetic reaction. This is
moms), a special breed ofshoppers appear at this time of year: Christmas shoppers.     the euphoria— the consumption by joy— that one feels
These shoppers, who I I months of the year, are level- headed, calm and collected when the senses are overwhelmed by experiencing the
individuals, are somehow transformed into bargain- fiends this month between arts. My art( drug?)of choice to strive toward these highs
Thanksgiving and the New Year. They will stand in line for 2 hours if the bargain is music. Unlike other arts, music physically moves both
is right and will potentially claw your face ifyou get in their way.     creator and receiver as an art ofvibrating air moving our
Isn't it time that we embrace what Christmas is really about and take it away eardrums, re- created with every performance.
from the consumerist cultic season it has become? One such experience caused me to shift my career
To help inspire you to remember what this season is all about I wrote a little path away from where I thought I had been headed—
song( to the tune of Mariah Carey's" All I want for Christmas is you")       pharmacy— to conducting choirs. In the summer of
2002, the World Choral Symposium was hosted byI don't want a lotfor Christmas buy me shoes- now, don' t be cheap.   the Twin Cities. Choirs were invited from around the
I'm practicinggood stewarding.    don' t go to Paylessfor my shoes
world. Having always enjoyed choir, I decided to attend aI'm keepin' Christ in my Chriszxas please buy them from D-S-W.
concert in Stillwater featuring the University of Pretoriainsert something cliche pleasef What more can Ido... Camerata. It wasn't until the end of the first piece that I
This is not exactly true, ....   Friends all I wontfor,   is shoes.     
realized I hadn't been breathing. From thatoint on, IAnd I m not sure what to do.       Shoes, baby!  knew my vocation involved choral music.   
P
I lot eJests
My second year as a high school choir teacher I hadBut alll wantforbristmas is...   I want heels that click- clack
the pleasure of working with a men's choir that includedShoes though I'd take flats instead. 
several young men who couldn't sing more than a coupleMaybe some red cowboy boots
notes. Within weeks they were making great progress.I don' t want a lotfor Christmas like my goodfriend Ted.     The joy I felt from the progress of these young men wasZhere is just one thing I need And myfeet are singing
Heels or boots,      not the instantaneous physiological joy of an aestheticblister relief you re brinirzg
experience but rather the joy of helping people workbut riaplixzfrrrm wedges Santa W.   yn brine me the one.I really through their struggles to find their voice.
undernetzh the Christmas tree.     need
Shortly after this realization, I was asked to take aI don't need to hang my stocking,   Won' t you please bring my Nine West
newly created Director of Music position in a localI bought some no-show socks instead Nuncios to me...      
church. This position would involve not only directingSanta Claus won' t make me happy the choir but also selecting hymns in consultation with
with his bulky boots today. Oh I don' t want a lotfir Christaas the pastor and helping the congregation to find theirIjust want shoesfor my own this is all I'm askixtgfvr,      
voice. Finally, I was connecting my vocational callingflats or heels or boots ykitty.    Ijust want to see shoes
to my most common mode of connecting to God—Make my wish come trite piling up outsade my door!   through intellect. God created this brain not only toAll I  ,izt ftr phi astztx zs shoes QhxIjet want slouchy boots, you know
serve my needs, but the needs of others and the needsShoes, babyi orfurry nes, like the Eskimos.       
of the church.
I wont askfor much this Christmas Make my wish come true A song wells up from within us, by the inspirationI won't even wish for snow. Allwantfor Christmas is... 
of God, and our bodily instruments begin to sing out.Its way too hard Utz walk zn heels Shoes Our vibrations add to the vibrations of our neighbors,
with icy sideuralksand zez laelow, 
and soon we are all enveloped in a pocket of God-
I might maks a listand send it All Iwantfor Christmas%s shoes.'     inspired sound. Though I first came to my vocation as a7o my falaza anideaxest peeps.    All Iw ntforhrtstmas is shoes.     passive recipient of sound, I have since realized that myAnd to al ttMWIntances:  
vocation is lived out most fully when I help all God' s
Oh my. Um. That was not the song I intended to write. I swear I am normally people— ALL people, that is— to come into the unique
a level-headed, calm and collected person. I guess there's just something about community that is singing together. In this way, we can
this season. ( Seriously. Buy me shoes. kthxbai). all be consumed by joy.
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Hidden Joy Consumed by
By Jenny Hinman The Joy Monster
MDiv Middler
By Kendall Teske
is the season for merriment,      MA Senior
cheer, and joy. Unfortunately,    am blessed. In my short life I' ve been consumed by joy, consumed
the rush of this season often joy, and have been promised that joy and I will continue to have
overwhelms joy. Crowds swarm shopping a life-long and live-giving relationship. I've played on underdog
centers. Households make holiday teams that defeat the Goliaths of college ultimate frisbee, been a cook in
preparations. Volunteers perfect last a brand-new restaurant that receives nothing but good reviews and raves,
minute adjustments for the church Christmas program. The media and simply played tag with small children living in poverty and unjust
sells consumerism and children create wish lists. Demands formed situations. All of these things have brought joy to my life— a happiness
by tradition and popular culture consume our attention and and peace in a moment that transcends the outside circumstances
energy. How do we, as leaders of the church fight the distractions and worries. Even now I look back on these experiences with a joyful
and demands of this season? Do we boycott the decorations as longing, remembering the shameless happiness and camaraderie I have
I did during high school, protesting consumerism? Do we have enjoyed.
bigger and brighter contributions of live nativities and Christmas I have consumed joy in delicious Thanksgiving gravy, a new recipe
productions? Or am I asking the wrong question? To be an that turns out well, an old favorite restaurant that is still as good as I
effective church leader in this overwhelming season, it is not a remember, and in my sister's cupcakes. Joy is often consumed, devoured,
matter of fighting the distractions, but a matter of attentiveness and pursued in my family's kitchens. We celebrate and mourn, welcome
to hidden joy.     and remember, pray and lament, all around the meal. Joy meets us,
As public Christian leaders, it is our role to invite people into surrounds us, and engages us at the table.
the anticipation of the arrival of Jesus, the true Joy. Advent is The week before Thanksgiving of this year, I was consumed by the
the season of anticipation drawing near to the birth of Jesus.    joy of becoming an uncle for the first time. Little Lucy entered the
Our liturgy mirrors the season through hymns, prayers, and the world and immediately brought a giddy, unashamed happiness into my
symbolic lighting of the candles, but it is also a time of anticipation family's lives. Simply holding Lucy when I was home for Thanksgiving,
for Jesus' return. The first Sunday in our lectionary and new church I could feel myself and Lucy being devoured by the joy-monster, never
year, the text urges the listener to keep awake! Be prepared and to release us from its jaws of love and longing. Joy is like the great sea
watchful for the coming monster Leviathan; I cannot fight this joy, tame this joy, or make this
of the Son of Man ( Mt.    " In this bustling joy dance for me. Rather, I find myself dancing, smiling, and dreaming24: 36- 44). How does one about my niece at every beck and call of joy. Like a tasty appetizer
prepare for the coming of
season, be before a fabulous feast, I have been consumed, forever changed. Though
the Son ofMan?We can attentive to there is still more promised to come from this
start by being attentive hidden joy...for Leviathan of joy: Lucy's first words, her first
to the presence of Jesus. soccer match, her high school graduation,
Where do you see Jesus me, joy came in her winning the Nobel Peace Prize for
during this season? How a car ride.". most awesome niece. Whatever comes,
are you touched by joy?  Lucy and I will meet it in joy. To see my
It is easy to get brother- in-law smile and kiss the crown of y _
swept up in the holiday his daughter, to watch my sister speak
preparations and demands that the end of the semester brings.     gently and soothingly to her crying
Yet in this bustling season, be attentive to hidden joy. Last year I bundle of joy, to see the pride
was serving a weekly hot breakfast before church, with finals on and joy of being grandparents
my mind, and then someone approached me and asked if I drove engulf my parents- that is pure
a gray corolla. A woman with a 17 month old son needed a ride joy. We all are celebrating the
after the service. Her son was sick so she didn't want to stand at beautiful gift of new life in
the frozen bus stop, waiting for the bus in December. I knew I had Lucy, we fear the future
to get back to school to finish reformation essays, but I decided to pains and struggles of
respond to her need. When we got to her apartment, she expressed our newest loved one,
her thanks through tired eyes. In that moment, I realized how but we joyfully wait
focused I had been on the end of the semester and anticipating the for whatever life has
holidays, that I had been overlooking the hidden joy of everyday to throw at us and
life. For me, joy came in a car ride.      our Lucy. My joy is
spelled L-U- C-Y.
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Consumed by Joy
Joy:  The Devil' s Despair
By Arland J. Hultgren that so many in the church, particularly the clergy, experience is due
Associate Dean for First Theological Degrees to pursuing corporate happiness at the expense ofjoy. The thinking
0
fall the emotional experiences that a goes like this: People have a lot to contend with all week long. But
person may have, the most uncanny when they come to church, they should be happy. Sermons, worship,
and elusive is" joy." Joy cannot be and activities should make people happy.
conjured up. It comes into our awareness as we But there is another way of thinking. The reading of classic texts of
respond to things outside of ourselves, and its the Bible, preaching that does business with those texts and with the
timing is beyond our control. Joy wells up when congregation, singing the great hymns of the church, and liturgy done
relationships and events catch our attention and make us elated. If well may not be obvious ways to pursue corporate happiness. But
we search for synonyms, the closest we might come is" gladness." they elicit joy. That will not happen for everyone at every moment
Ifwe ask about the various moods that typify Christian life, both every Sunday, because the experience of joy cannot be predicted. But
in the Bible and in the history of the church, it is safe to say that" joy"    it will happen; it simply does. While we may not be able to pursue,
is at the top of the list. That stands in striking contrast to the most capture, package, and deliver joy, we can at least create conditions
highly valued moods of secular thought. According to conventional that make room for it to happen.
thinking, we are all entitled to a measure of" happiness." In fact, the In my own experience, joy happens at unexpected moments. A
pursuit of happiness" is regarded as one of the inalienable rights we all grandchild walks into our home and gives a cheerful hello, and I am
have, according to the American Declaration of Independence.  undone with the invasion of joy. A line from a hymn that I have not
So much effort goes into the pursuit ofhappiness. We want to be sung for a while, or simply have not paid much attention to before,
happy, and we want to make others happy. That is a natural human catches me unaware, and tears of joy well up.
feeling, and it is a deeply rooted value to live by. But the pursuit of Advent is a season of joy. It is a time of gladness and glee, for it
happiness can be disappointing as well. Pursue it as we might, we anticipates the promises of grace to come in the gift of God's Son.
cannot always reach happiness because of any number of factors But at its best, it is also a season of restrained joy---joy in the promises,
that stand in the way. And the pursuit itself can be destructive to but in a" not yet" key, lest we exhaust ourselves before Christmas
self and others, especially when it is at the cost of hurting others, is is here. As holiday fatigue saps parishioners, it is important for
misdirected, or is actually greed in disguise.       the church to remain focused on the rhythms and themes of the
The distinction between joy and happiness is important for ministry.    Advent season, thereby providing an alternative world view, not just
A church that seeks to promote happiness among its members may be a supplement to the festivities of the mall. Then, with our timing
doing the right thing— to a point. What organization is there that just right, Christmas will not be the end of a season of weariness, but
would not want its members to be happy, satisfied, and therefore have the beginning of a season of joy that' s unrestrained.
a sense of ownership and a willingness to participate in its activities? One more thought about joy that keeps haunting me. The joy of
But one cannot help but think that a lot of the burn-out and fatigue the Christian is surely the devil's despair.
Giving More Than Our Excess
By Kim Cassidy otherwise would not have any on Christmas must encourage and practice a true giving of
MDiv Junior morning— or other similar opportunities one' s self. Instead ofgiving out of our excess—
organized-for our congregations to participate after we fill our yearly quota( and then some)
s the organ in— are good, if we seek to counter the of Christmas gifts that ensure the continued
blared   " O
growing tide of cultural consumerism that unequal distribution of resources— we canACome,    O has accompanied the holiday season, then redirect our gift-giving budget to express
Come Emmanuel" and
we cannot simply provide opportunities for our joy at the transformational, life- giving
worship concluded with parishioners to spend even more money. We message of hope in the coming of our Savior,
its postlude, a shiver of excitement ran up my must focus on the simple yet overwhelming Jesus Christ, by providing a life- giving
spine. It's time! On the first Sunday ofAdvent joy of Christ's coming by investing ourselves resource to others. A favorite of mine is an
it FINALLY felt appropriate to experience
and our time in our relationships. Here, we organization called" Advent Conspiracy"—
the swell of joy that lives in my heart as we stand to learn from the children in our lives,   check it out on YouTube, especially their
await Christ's coming, especially when the who warm our hearts and beam mile-wide promotional video from 2008!
commercialized counterpart of the Christmas
smiles as they watch, eager with anticipation,     This Advent, as we sing hymns of
holiday has been in full-swing for at least two as we open the gift of a homemade drawing anticipation and light the Advent candles,
weeks already, with Christmas music and sale that they created simply out of their time,   may we be so joyful as to seek the life-giving
advertisements abounding!       love, and imagination.    promise that Christ brings, giving more than
As a Christian public leader, it seems that Ifwe seek to celebrate a true sense of joy as simply our excess.
while efforts to provide gifts for children who
we wait for the coming of our Messiah, we
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Outside Luther
Partner in Mission: Stir Up Your Power
utheran. Social Senice By Richard Swanson
Professor of Religion/ Philosophy/ Classics
Augustana College
The Concord interviews Kirsten Anderson- Stem bridge Luther Seminary MDiv' s1
Director of Advocacy at Lutheran Social Services( LSS) of Minnesota
ith Advent come sermons sug-
Concord: Tell us about your role at LSS ofMN. gesting that we avoid the feeding
Kirsten: As director of advocacy it is my job to foster relationships Wftenzy of a materialist economy.
to help equip and position my colleagues and the supporters of LSS so Such sermons might be useful: there is indeed
they are able to articulate their values and expertise to policymakers a disease, a dis- ease, to be had in this culture and at this time of year,
in an effort to pursue the LSS vision— that all people have the but they also miss something crucial. A friend in high school, under
opportunity to live and work in community with dignity safety and the impact of such sermons, swore off Christmas gifts. She vowed
hope. Policymakers need to hear the expertise we have because it acts not to indulge in anything materialistic that was not essential for life.
as a critical tool in helping them make decisions which can benefit This was fine and noble, but her father reminded her that he owned a
their constituents. The main areas of focus [ thereby expertise] for company that made fishing boats: her ethical experiment was funded
policy engagement at LSS are: ending youth homelessness, assuring by an economy that purchased boats that were not essential for life.
access to community based services for older adults and people with This was complicated.
disabilities. We also work on other issues where we can provide I paid my way through seminary by cutting meat, some ofwhich
expertise. For example, Senator Klobachar contacted us for guidance was for utilitarian meals, some ofwhich was aimed at expensive, fes-
on issues related to adoption. We have also been active in responding tive meals. We made a large portion of our margin for the year on
to needs that have arisen in conjuncture to the rise in foreclosures.       holiday sales. This was complicated, as well.
I worked as a pastor in the midst ofdairy farmers, school teachers,
Concord: What is important and boat builders. This knit-together economy supported the mission
for Luther Seminary students to know about LSS?     of the church. One member served on Church Council whenever
Kirsten: Our CEO, Mark Peterson, always says two things:     he judged that support for the wider mission of the ELCA needed
God loves us all unconditionally and God yearns for us to love the a boost. He was a construction worker who built bridges and roads.
neighbor. So how does that work— loving the neighbor?Well, there His brother, who also supported the mission of the church, was a
are many ways, but one way is in an institutional way and I believe loftsman who built America's Cup sailing yachts, playthings for the
LSS manifests that joyful spirit of serving and is a wonderful partner excessively rich. This was less complicated for the congregation than
for those going into ministry. LSS is an amazingly rich resource that you might think. It was clear that we were all knit together in the
is highly professional and does a sophisticated job of meeting the same economy.
needs of the neighbor.   Behind the word, economy, are the Greek words otxos and vopog.
N%toS refers to the regulation of action and impact; otxoS to what
Concord: Our December issue is entitled,       is regulated: the connected web of commercial interchanges, under-
Consumed by joy,"how have you found joy in your work?    stood as a single household in which all ofhumanity lives. We are
Kirsten: Well, actually I was just sitting here [ in this coffee shop]     a single household that includes all parts of the economy that holds
the other day and I was writing an email or something for work and us all in existence and gives us work, and worry, and opportunity
just kind of giggling about whatever it was, which caused a gentleman to be generous.
to ask me what I did. I told him what I did and how it was a great When we pray, " Stir up your power and come," we are indeed
privilege to be part of this organization.    expecting a transformation of the whole household, the whole econ-
omy, the whole earth. For now, we are inescapably woven into the
Concord: Do you giggle a lot in your job?       web ofTHIS world, THIS economy, THIS household. For Advent,
Kirsten:( laughs) Well, you do have to have a sense you might consider the ELCA's Good Gifts program, through which
of humor! But really, there is no greater joy you can donate money to make micro- loans to ordinary
than to work with and for people whom you people around the world, people who are part of a local
have deep respect and admiration; what knit-together economy, who are part therefore also of the
better reason to get up in the morning!       household to which we all belong. You might also reflect
But also, there is a deep sense of joy on the contribution you make to the economy, the
in the pursuit of the vision of LSS household, through our purchases and through your
and excitement because it seems a gifts. Put plainly, the businesses you patronize take
achievable! Now there are people their profits and patronize other businesses. The
who can get bogged down in the gifts you give pay for the gifts that others give
reality that we' re not there yet, but as well. The butcher who makes a profit offyour
there is joy in the journey! holiday meal maybe paying tuition. I was.
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Advent
Celebrate Jesus' Birth without Ruining Christmas
By Nathan Roberts await the coming of Jesus, while we wait in line for hot deals on flat
MDiv Senior screen TVs and designer jeans. We are celebrating the birth of one
who lived with the poor yet we often overlook the labor injustices
y brother discovered social justice y associated with the purchases we make. But there is also a real spirithis sophomore year of college
ofgiving, and the emphasis on families. So how do we make sense ofOvernight, he went from a nice kid
this paradoxical holiday season?from the suburbs into a crazy, sky-is- falling liberal I have a simple suggestion. Start preparing for Christmas on JanuaryChristmas was never the same. Every year he came 2nd. Spend the year teaching your congregation about who Jesus
up with a laundry list of requirements for the holiday season. 
was and what he did. TellHoliday food has to be fair trade and green. Presents have to
them stories about how hebe used or under$ 10, because global warming is real and kids      " We await the coming of helped enemies become
are starving in the developing world. Jesus, while we wait in friends, lived with the poor,And to a degree he' s right; we should celebrate the birth
and died to save others.
of Jesus by living out the values of the Gospel. But he had line for hot deals" And when Christmas rolls
so many rules and complaints that Christmas lost some of
around, trust that yourits charm. And in many churches, especially liberal ones like
congregation heard theI attend, we can spend so much time being anti-American Gospel throughout the year and will find ways to celebrate ChristmasChristians that we ruin the spirit of the season.
Maybe it's because at Christmas America and Jesus collide, and the in aChrist-honoring way. Try to celebrate the birth of Jesus without
ruining Christmas.
contrast is glaring. Advent stands side by side with Black Friday. We
Longing For Something That Won' t Disappoint
By Tim Snyder sure it was brilliant. This lingering question research. Maybe this Advent, my longing will
MA Senior just wouldn't let me move on, and trust me,   be reoriented. I hope I might just be here so
I really wanted to move on. I still haven' t that when Someone comes I' ll be here waitingdidn't expect it to
moved on. I haven' t moved on because it's and not somewhere else.
happen.     
the kind ofquestion you have to wrestle with A Prayer for Advent( adapted from Max
it
toI
didn't expect
until it blesses you. It's the kind of question Weibe)
happen right then
that while you know the answer in your head O God
andd there, anyways. I
you just can't seem to make it real, to actually This place is killing me
certainly didn't expect for it to hit me like that live like you know what you know. For which I thank you.
or in other words: to cry about it. I mean, I' m It seems to me that liturgical seasons are O God
not exactly an emotional person or anything.   important because like a farmer's market they Help me to see hereMatter of fact, I'm quite the opposite. I get force you to experience all kinds of things with your eyes
stuck in my head thinking about why I think you don' t know what to do with -- like Help me to smell here
too much, which is what I was supposed to disappointment and acorn squash. If that's with your nose
be doing in the first place. I was supposed the case then Advent is already having its way Help me to hear here
to be working on my thesis and so watching with me because I'm longing for something,     with your earsYouTube videos of Miroslav Volf seemed Someone that won't disappoint. I mean, is O God
appropriate enough. Seemed safe enough.      
there anything that won't disappoint. Lord I Lead me not into temptationIt was kind ofawkward really. believe, help my unbelief.  Deliver mefrom the lure ofsomewhere elseThere I was at Dunn Bros down the street What is it that we long for that won' t O Godfrom the seminary. I' m something of a regular disappoint us? Simple. Just get the new Bless this place, as it is already blessed
there— they should probably charge me rent.   update or better yet the next model which Make this community come to lifeIt was an altogether disappointing day—   
already comes with the next update. That's asyou are the One that causes the
okay...fine the whole week was disappointing.   khat I hate about consumerism the most. It dead to live
I thought I might mute the frustration of
encourages me to answer that question too O God
my disappointment by losing myself in my quickly.      God the One- in- three community
studies. Seemed safe enough.       Even more is that this maddening make us in Your imageWhat is it that we long for that won' t consumerism story lures me away from the help us to love with Your lovedisappoint us?"    
present, from the now and into a future that O God
That was Volf's opening line. I don't really isn't an open future but is already determined Help us to love here.
remember much of what else he said. I'm by marketing campaigns and audience
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Perspectives
A Spider's Lesson
By Laura Thompson authenticity.
MDiv Senior Hay and straw that is anything but new. Sure, a fresh layer has
spent ayear with the ELCA's YoungAdult been aid for the night, but the layers beneath hold the fertilizer of
in Global Missions in Kerala, India. The tomorrow. The smell lingers in the nose with each breath. A manger
following is a modification ofa monthly is worn by age and weather. The wood has been replaced several
newsletterfrom that time.      j times, so straight edges are only a memory. In fact, one manger leg
A part of me enjoys bugs and other typical was kicked by the cow a few months back, leaving a permanent teeter
crawlers.  I spent two summers working to the trough. And that pesky sheep keeps poking his nose into the
in an entomology department, prowling crib, finding a baby has replaced his habitual food. Was Mary busy
North Dakota fields for various insects and spiders. I have a soft shooing a sheep' s snout away from her Lord as she welcomed the
spot for these ecological essentials. That is why I have decided the shepherds?
mammoth-size spiders I encountered in India were anything but Oh yes, and Mary. Did she spot one of those spiders in the corner
normal. They are the phenomenon you should see in textbooks, not of the stable as labor began? Did flies bite her legs and toes? Did a
your bathroom.      mouse scurry over her hand in the final minutes of birth? And what
Complete with a body the size of my face, eight shaggy legs and of the stable? Plenty of holes, cracks, cobwebs and dust. Yes. Imagine
the speed of an Olympic sprinter, these hairy beasts freaked me out.     that nativity scene.
My face- to- face encounters with them were few, but enough. The Would you want that decorating your mantle?
first was during a weekend stay at a girls' boarding school. I spent the To satisfy our craving for the perfect holiday, we have given the
majority of mornings chasing these giants from behind pipes, from Christmas story a makeover, giving it a glamorous facade to fit the
under the sink, and out of the toilet. Of course, I did all this while lifestyle and taste of the privileged. We have forgotten the lowly
standing on a chair and waving a five- foot long broom. Attempts at beginnings of Christ and replaced it with porcelain and crystal, glass
being a conservationist, trying to coax these crawlers back to nature,     and glitter-the rich man's holiday. How ironic that we have created
typically failed with my prey squished under the broom. a perfect nativity: the Hilton of stables, the Baby Gap of swaddling
Yet, it was in Advent that a transformation began. I was preparing clothes, the purebreds of lowing cattle. For Christmas is anything
a devotional on Mary, the mother ofJesus. As I scanned the room for but the glorification of worldly perfection.
any of the beastly intruders, I was struck with the thought ofMary's The beauty of Christmas lies in what we have called imperfect
courage. Here I was, standing on chairs, using broomsticks to rid being claimed as perfect by God through the birth of a Savior. That
my clean and sheltered bedroom of a few spiders. Yet, Mary was left which we have deemed unworthy is made worthy; this is the glory
vulnerable as she gave birth among all that creeps in the night. Can of the Christmas season. What joy for the world to be welcomed and
you imagine? wanted at the manger, each in our honest and revealing authenticity.
I suddenly realized how glorified and glamorous we have made the What joy for the world, indeed.
entire Christmas story. Our nativity scenes portray everything in My fear of the enormous, Indian spiders remains, but my respect
its perfection: fresh and wonderfully golden hay; a manger that is a for them has grown. Their ancestors may have been the first to
perfect size for the babe; Mary is spotless and comfortable; and the see the newborn King. How humbled I am to have even shared a
stable is clean and perfect. No spiders.     bathroom with such a creature.
Imagine seeing a nativity scene in its honest and revealing
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Collisons with Culture
The BCS:
Makingthe CandidacyProcess
Look Simple and Logical Since 1998
By Frank Johnson without being subjected to substance- less hype about who so- and-
MDiv Senior
so projects to be the best teams in the country. If you turn off the
After this column, the registrar might have to go back and volume you' ll still see the graphics, though admittedly you will not
give me a big` F' in Reading the Audiences. I am writing have to listen to commentators pretend to understand what all the
a sports- related column for seminarians who think that a math means. I've even heard that ESPN is marketing a new braille
touchdown has something to do with Jesus floating down from heaven BCS ticker for the blind to keep up on the latest rankings— I made
and coming to a skidding stop in a Bethlehem manger. So, like any that part up but don' t put it past them. If there's a market, count on
good pastor I' m going to use analogies that you can understand. The the BCS to wring every last penny out of it with no respect either for
BCS ( Bowl Championship Series) is the college football equivalent the student or athlete part of student-athlete.
of the ELCA candidacy process, except your committee members I can think of only two small bits of comfort for those of us
are ESPN commentators, the bishops are computers, and you are a unfortunate enough to even remotely care about college football.
small college that cannot control its own destiny even ifyou follow The first is that it makes the rest of our lives seem somewhat logical
all the rules and win all your games. and functional. Seriously, next time you start to question the career
For those unfamiliar the BCS is the way that the powers that path that God is leading you on, thank your lucky stars that it has
be determine who gets to play for the National Championship. It nothing to do with the BCS. In fact, it removes that sin from your
is two human polls and a compilation of six computer rankings conscience completely by taking all your weekends for the rest of
designed by professional math geeks, football wonks, and some your life. That, my friends, is a blessing. And secondly— and most
people who— not a little surprisingly— don't know anything about importantly—we here in Minnesota who call ourselves Gopher
either. In essence, the BCS is a model ofhuman sinfulness. It takes fans will never need to worry about the letters B- C- S. That' s not a
the gospel of football and dilutes it with biased commentary, hour-    projection— it's a guarantee.
long ESPN specials dedicated to computer formulas, and more non
sequiturs per Craig James opinion piece than should be allowable
under FCC regulations. What the BCS is really about is taking away
the influence ofactual football games and putting it in the handsof nua-rV i ueStion
talk-show style personalities who debate which teams are deserving
of their rankings week in and week out. In what other sport can you Which o these events has had the greatest
win every game in a season and never get to play for a championship?
Maybe croquet, I don't know. i rt act an you in the Last tern years?
Why then doesn' t college football institute a playoff system to R tnkf°ern 1- 10 uiith 1 being most and 10 least-
include all the undefeated teams, as well as the best of the one and
two- loss teams? Terrorist attacks( NYC, Spain, London Jerusalem,
That would make a lot of sense in a gospel- driven football system,      C; 6cchrtV a, lvltt inbai, etc)
U.Sbut Satan is poking his head out around the corner in the guise of Presidential Election, 2008
television networks, corporate partners, and Ohio State University       ' New personal electronics ( iphoue, ipod, Blackberry,
presidents.  Losing the BCS might lose them money, but that is
PDAs, etc)
debatable. The real reason they won't give up the BCS is because Social Nettivorkitrg(,Faccbook, Twiner, nryspace, etc
it gives them power. That is the root of human sinfulness— power       ' Energy crisis( gulf oil biofuels, etc)
over the lowly.  Namral Disasters ( Katrina, Tsunami, earthquakes' in
Since the beginning of time, sports have offered prime examples Haiti; Turkey, etc)
of the meek rising above adversity and defeating seemingly superior       ' Reality television ( American Idol, Aencuca' s Got Talent,
opponents. Even ifyou are a seminary nerd you have probably heard
Stuvis or, etc)
Chearin<,f in sports( steroids, Tiger` goods, etc)C of the movie Hoosiers, the Springboks of South Africa winning the
f' Rugby World Cup in the shadow ofApartheid, or the U.S. Miracle Debares in l lurnan Sexuality
I Fantasy ficrion ( Harry Potter, Twil'ighr, etc)on Ice victory over the Soviets( God have mercy on your soul if you
aren't aware of the last). The history of sports is marked by David
Please log your response at: www.luthetsem. edu/eonckddefeating Goliath. That is, up until the advent of the BCS.
No longer can we enjoy watching a game on a Saturday afternoon
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Health and Money
Healthy Leaders Financial Health
Choosing Joy Joy in Generosity
By Karen Treat By Charles Lane
Parish Nurse Director of the
You turned my wailing into Center for Stewardship Leaders
dancing; you removed my love receiving gifts at Christmas.  As best I can
sackcloth and clothed me with remember, I always have.  One of my favorite
joy,"      Psalms 30: 11 childhood Christmas memories is gathering at the
t seems like a simple thing bottom of the stairs with my brothers, waiting for the" all
to talk about during the month of December. It clear" from our parents. When the signal was given, we
is the season we celebrate the birth of Christ and would race around the corner into the living room to see what Santa had left under
we spend the whole month preparing for this amazing the tree for us. I haven't changed much. I still eagerly await Christmas Eve. First
event.  comes worship. Next is too many Swedish meatballs. Then, gathered around the
Sadly, it is not always easy to be joy=filled. Life is tree with family, the opening of gifts. I like the pile of packages around my feet,
hard. I lost a brother- in- law last week. John Bucka and look forward to opening each one.
was a Lutheran Pastor, father of six, brand new I also love giving gifts at Christmas.  For eleven months of the year, I hate
grandfather and devoted husband. He lived for God.     shopping. December is different. Even though I encounter crowded chaos at
During a three year battle with cancer, John kept up every turn, I actually enjoy fighting the crowds and buying gifts for those I love. I
a CaringBridge site. He used it to process the journey like seeing my gift in the pile at someone else' s feet. I take great joy in watching
as well as minister to others. Below is his take on joy,    someone open the gift I have given. A smile on my wife's face as she says," Thank
written January 27, 2008.   you", a" Thanks, Dad" from one of my kids, and a" Thank you, grandpa" from my
We have a choice about how we want to react granddaughter are magical words on Christmas Eve.
to any situation, no matter what our diagnosis.    Receiving and giving fill me with joy at Christmas. Receiving and giving are also
We can choose to be bitter and ask the question the rhythm of our life in Christ, and they are certainly the rhythm ofstewardship.
why? We can choose to be angry and claim We have received bountifully from God, more than we deserve, more than we can
that we don' t deserve this! We can choose to be imagine. Having received, it is our joy to use that which God has entrusted to us
depressed. Or we can choosejoy and be aware of to bring joy to others.
how God ispresent in ourjourney. Thats easier I'm convinced that ifwe are to be consumed by joy at Christmas, and through
said than done, isn't it?  the rest of the year, this will happen only when we experience both joy in receiving
It takes a lot ofenergy to choose joy, but I and joy in giving. " Either... or" won't work. It has to be" both... and". A person
believe its only possible ifwe count our blessings who hasn't grasped that all of life is a trust from God will hardly experience joy
each and every day. No matter where we are in in living that life, much less in giving some of it away. A person who understands
ourjourney, the blessings ofGod never stop. No the purpose of life to be the accumulation of things will hardly experience joy in
matter how significant or serious our diagnosis generosity.
is, the blessings ofGod continue.    Receiving and giving are keys to joyful living. Daily we receive. Daily we give.
So, one ofmy prayers as Igo through this It happens all year. It is just a little more obvious at Christmas.
experience is that God would help me choose
joy. Like Isaid, that's a struggle daily, as it isfor The Concord is monthly publication
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be received in our mailbox in the Olson Campus Center( 98); at our office, Gullixson 10; or by e- mail. TheCarin managing editor reserves the right to publish, edit or disregard all submissions.
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Coming Up
Next month A DECADE OF CONCORD
As we approach the end of 2010 we are coming to the end of the first decade of this Millennium! Ten years have
passed since we thought the world might end because our computers couldn' thandle the switch from a year
beginning with " 19 to a year beginning with " 20." And much has happened in that time: September 11, 2001
changed our country' s outlook, we found ourselves at war in Iraq, and we saw the election of our nation' s first
African-American-president. So as we look back over these past 10 year, the Concord also wishes to look back at
a decadeofjournalistic ministry, so this January we invite you to enjoy the Best of the Concord, 2001- 2010!
Even Lutherans yearn for a glance at the Pope. So we made our way to St Peter's one Of the last decade, which year has
spring morning in Rome only to find out that there was a celebration happening been the best year? This year.
in the square. The Catholic faithful were everywhere. We did glimpse the pope; he This is the best year, not
spoke in a language I don't understand. After the celebration, we joined thousands because there weren' t crises,
of others trying to get into the basilica. No backpacks allowed inside, so we left there were. A friend died way too
ours at the dedicated backpack locale and enjoyed our visit inside the chapel. But then,    young. There were tough times for both family
we needed to retrieve our backpack. Again, faithful everywhere. And to get to the and friends. A child was hospitalized( it wasn' t
backpack room required going against the flow ofhumanity or waiting in line again. Not serious, but a routine hospitalization is one that
interested in waiting in line, we ended up following a school tour group from Germany.     happens to someone else's kid). This year is the
Before we knew it we were on the roof of St Peter's. Yeah, right next to the sculptures best year because now is the moment in which
of the disciples. I was sure we were going to end up in Vatican jail for trespassing on we live. When asked what her favorite course
the roof ofSt Peter's. I tried to enjoy this rare to teach was, Diane
opportunity, but good ole Lutheran guilt was Jacobson used to
getting the best of me. I did manage to click as     c ur rrs reers dor s fda zd5rlentz say, " Whatever I am
a few photos, admire the view, try to `fit in rhzirjes erGecfzlaet Mitlyers,   teaching now is my
with the Germans and then find my way off favorite course." Life
the roof. And get the backpack. As far as I is like that— or ought
know I'm not on any Vatican watch list.     to be. We draw on
the past, hope in the
Let me tell you about one of the future, but we live now.
5best nights I have had. From the Now is the year of the
start, it may not seem so special Lord' s favor. This is the
for such a grandiose claim.       day that the Lord as
Really though, I think this is acted, and so we rejoice
what made it so great. It was a relaxed night,       in God. Weeping may
not much ado or pomp and circumstance. At spend a night or two as
least there was no pomp and circumstance q a guest, but joy moves
on our part, but there certainly was a good in permanently in the
amount of it that night. We went to a parade.       morning.
I am sure many of you have heard of this This is the best year
parade, and have probably even gone to it because God is active
yourselves. It was the Holidazzle parade on right now: bringing
Nicollet Mall in downtown Minneapolis.  me to new life each
assess zude" c
Even though I have spent many years in the bersnr the day, drowning my
Twin Cities, this was my first time attheianaprsel&:>     sins in a sea of divine
holiday spectacle. We found a spot where we forgiveness, blessing
would both be able to see all the sights and me through the love
stood close to fight the cold. It was the first time in what seemed like quite a while we of others and for sake
could just stand by and just enjoy being together. We spent a little time watching all the of others. Around this time of year, I count
flickering and flashing pass busily yet serenely before us. This was far better than being the Lord' s blessings. This year, I praise God for
caught up in the sometimes blinding lights ofour own flowing stream of daily cares and such blessings as: Friendships, Love, Education,
concerns. When the last of the glowing elves, red- and-white marching bands, and banner Salvation, Health, Peace, Opportunity, Teachers,
bearers had gone on their way, we went our way. We spent the remainder of our quiet and Students. That list should be all the hint you
evening together walking and talking our way through the Minneapolis night.      need to help you guess who I am.
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Table Talk
The Concord asks...
If you could choose to be
consumed by anything The Seminary through younger eyes
what would it be?
By Anne, Della and Bjorn Christ
Peter Christ is a MDiv Senior
iq dog Erle he other day, I asked my kids what they thought it meant to be` consumed
It/ IlnneSotsaT tlbyjoy.' It was a deep question to ask as they were hustling out the doorM
after to school, but I was surprised at how quickly the responses came. Della
World Serle who is very nearly 12) answered," To be extreeeeeeeemely happy." Of course, the
Jot natural follow-up to this question is," Well, what brings you joy?" I swear to you
now that I did not pay her to say," Hanging out with my mom!"
Soon my 9- year-old son entered the room and the conversation. " Bjorn, what
does` consumed by joy' mean?"" Whaddya mean?" he shot back." No. I' m asking
you," I replied. " Oh. Well, I guess it means you just have a whole lot of joy andRage."     happiness. Like all inside you and stuff." When I asked him what brought him
Nick Huseby joy, it was no surprise to hear him reply," TV.And hockey."( adding a cute, brown-
MDiv Middler nosing baby voice, he finished with, "... and snuggling with my mommy." I kid
you not.)
I was determined to ask the last question posed by our dear editor before
the kids left: " What do you think about all the consumption that goes on at
Christmastime?" I was assuming I' d have to provide a little explanation here,
A•School of since neither of them had heard their dad' s recent sermon titled," I won't go broke
piranhas. Vllait,      this Christmas," but Della immediately and without considering the possible
na, a',single ramifications of her response, said," We don't really need any of it." There was a
M.  piranha."      palpable moment of silence in the room as that statement sunk in, and the kids
MIcah hearstzr remembered all the items they had recently named to their Christmas wish lists.
MDittltittd I could almost see their brains working: Wait a minute. IfIjust admitted we don't
need it, does that mean I won tget any ofthose really coolpresents I askedfor?They
didn't go so far as to retract the answer to the question, but I did hear mention
later in the day of how awesome it would be to have an xbox 360, and an iPod
Pop, so I can give Touch, and that really cool DQ Blizzard Maker they saw on television.
it cavities."  The thing is, even though my kids want` stuff' at Christmastime, I' m also
Zachary Nelson relieved to discover that they're beginning to understand the deeper meaning of the
MDiv Middler season. One of the things we hear about most often when they're reporting about
their school days is their excitement about the time they've spent working on a
school fundraiser for Heifer International. They get that
giving to others is as valuable
as receiving that loot, and they
k t,%As hd'     t-    know that celebrating the
obnoxiousmiraculous birth of the
Dallas Roby c babe in the manger is
L e2rlQaclCs,"       at the center of it all.
WPM" haef Hinson And when I see that
Mrs`rerri+ r understanding
i n in y
child ren s'
faces,  well,
L000000000ve."
that is when
Rebecca Mehl I'm consumed
MA Junior by joy.
Answers to` Guess Who' on page IS- I.Krista Lind, Director ofStudent Resource Center; 2. RolfJacobson,
Associate Professor ofOld Testament; 3. Nick Huseby, MDiv Middler
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